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In this paper, a novel flower detection application anchor-based method is proposed, which is combined with an attention
mechanism to detect the flowers in a smart garden in AIoT more accurately and fast. While many researchers have paid much
attention to the flower classification in existing studies, the issue of flower detection has been largely overlooked. The problem
we have outlined deals largely with the study of a new design and application of flower detection. Firstly, a new end-to-end
flower detection anchor-based method is inserted into the architecture of the network to make it more precious and fast and the
loss function and attention mechanism are introduced into our model to suppress unimportant features. Secondly, our flower
detection algorithms can be integrated into the mobile device. It is revealed that our flower detection method is very
considerable through a series of investigations carried out. The detection accuracy of our method is similar to that of the state-
of-the-art, and the detection speed is faster at the same time. It makes a major contribution to flower detection in computer vision.

1. Introduction

In recent years, flower classification and detection has been of
considerable interest to the computer vision community
which can be applied in AIoT for the smart garden. The
flowers in the smart garden can be automatically designed
and recommended to make it more beautiful. The previous
work mostly focused on flower classification [1–5] using a
traditional detector and method [6, 7]. While it has become
a tendency in flower classification and detection based on
deep learning anchor-based approaches, flower detection
was paid little attention. In most studies of deep learning
anchor-based flower detection, the approaches can be
divided into two general classes, two-stage object detection
[8–10] and one-stage object detection [11–14].

1.1. Flower Classification and Detection Based on Deep
Learning Two-Stage Approaches. As we all know, flower
detection has become a hot topic in object detection since
the convolutional neural network reborns worldwide in
2012. And mainstream flower detection was divided into two

categories, one-stage detector approaches and two-stage detec-
tor approaches, which were based on anchor approaches. The
essence of an anchor is the candidate boxes, which are
designed with different scales and proportions and are classi-
fied by DNN. The positive anchor can learn how to return it
to the right place, and it plays a role which is similar to the slid-
ing windowmechanism in traditional detection algorithms. In
recent years, many researchers perform flower and fruit classi-
fication and detection based on convolutional neural network
(CNN) approaches [15–18], which is a kind of feedforward
neural network convolution computation contained and a
deep structure. And it is one of the representative algorithms
commonly used in deep learning. In 2014, Girshick et al. pro-
posed a region with CNN characteristics (RCNN) of the first
two-stage object detection (RCNN). And in 2015, they pre-
sented Fast RCNN, which enables us to train both the detector
and the bounding box regressor in the same network configu-
ration. Based on these models, in 2015, Ren et al. claimed a
Faster RCNN detector, which is the first end-to-end and
almost in a real-time deep learning detector (Faster RCNN)
which proposal detection, feature extraction, bounding box
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regression, and so on have been gradually integrated into a
unified end-to-end learning framework in Faster RCNN. So
many researchers have applied them in flower and all kinds
of fruit detection including all kinds of fruit like mangoes,
almonds, and apples [19–22].

Great progress has been made in flower detection based
on two-stage approaches in high accuracy. However, it is
concluded that the speed of it needs to be increased.

1.2. Flower Classification and Detection Based on Deep
Learning One-Stage Approaches. To overcome the above lim-
itations, considering the speed of the running time, the other
one-stage flower detection method was demonstrated. Red-
mon et al. in 2015 demonstrated the YOLO one-stage detec-
tor, which divides the image into several regions and
predicts the boundary box and probability of each region. It
has fast detection speed which can contribute to processing
streaming media video in real time. Compared with other
algorithms such as the two-stage detection method, it has half
as many false backgrounds as them on account of capturing
contextual information effectively and a strong versatility
and generalization ability. Then, Redmon et al. made a series
of improvements based on YOLO [12], including YOLOv2
[13] and YOLOv3 [11], which has the same accuracy as the
two-stage detector at a higher speed. It is faster in YOLOv2
than other detection systems in a variety of monitoring data
sets, besides the tradeoff between speed and accuracy can be
made. As we all know, improving recall and positioning accu-
racy was focused on in YOLOv2, while maintaining classifica-
tion accuracy. However, in YOLOv3, on the premise of
maintaining the speed advantage, the prediction accuracy is
improved; particularly, the recognition ability of small objects
is strengthened. It adjusted the network structure and multi-
scale feature object detection method used and softmax uti-
lized for object classification that counts. Therefore, many
efforts were made to perform flower and fruit detection based
on these algorithms of the YOLO detection method [23–25].
While its detection speed has been greatly improved compared
with the two-stage detector, the positioning accuracy of it has
been reduced, especially for some small objects. To overcome
these limitations, Liu et al. in 2015 presented a Single Shot
MultiBox Detector (SSD) to raise accuracy, especially small
objects. The main contribution of SSD is the introduction of
multireference and multiresolution detection technology to
perform the detection only on its top layer. So many fruit
and flower detection methods were based on SSD [26, 27],
which achieved great success.

While great progress has been made in one-stage flower
detection and has become a tendency in recent years, how-
ever, to obtain abundant image information and enhanced
accuracy is still a challenge. Most of the studies were focused
on accuracy or speed; however, few studies have considered
the accuracy coming up with the speed of the object detec-
tion. So it is emphasized that the accuracy should be matched
with the speed of the detector in our method. In conclusion,
flower detection is based on one-stage approaches working
well; the accuracy is still to be enhanced a little.

Although current anchor-based deep learning flower detec-
tion methods work well, they still suffer from the following six

problems: (1) Due to the irregular shape of the flowers, the
bounding box covers a great deal of nonflower regions, which
caused a lot of interference. (2) The setting of anchor needs
to be designed manually, and different designs are required
for different flower datasets, which are quite troublesome and
does not conform to the design idea of DNN. (3) Thematching
mechanism of an anchor makes the frequency of extreme scale
(very large and very small object) to match lower than that of
moderate size object. It is not easy for DNN to learn these
extreme flower samples well when learning. (4) The large num-
ber of anchors causes serious imbalance. (5) On account of the
unlabelled flower dataset, which only can be trained in the
flower classification model, it cannot perform flower detection
in a mobile device and AIoT. (6) Labelling the flower dataset
consumes a lot of time and power, therefore most of the
researchers were not able to pay attention to the flower detec-
tion which can be applied in a mobile device and AIoT.

In order to overcome the above limitations, a new object
detection method based on new anchor-based approaches
and a new-labelled flower dataset is adopted in this paper.
To acquire more useful information and more precious
object position in the image, attention mechanism SAM is
utilized, which the output feature map of the channel atten-
tion module is taken as the input feature map of this module.
In our paper, we can regard SAM as an attention mechanism
to be applied to both channel and spatial dimensions and it
can be embedded in most of the current mainstream net-
works and can improve the feature extraction capability of
network models without significantly increasing the amount
of computation and parameters. The baseline of our dataset
is Oxford 102 Flower dataset, and we have labelled the data-
set with all categories and all label and geometry positions to
perform flower detection and other plant detection in a smart
garden. Our backbone network is the CSPDarnet53 network,
and it was designed to solve the previous work in the reason-
ing process which requires a lot of computation from the
point of view of network structure. Also, SSP block is added
in CSPDarknet53 and it significantly increases the accep-
tance field, extracts the most important contextual character-
istics, and does little to slow down network operations. Our
contributions are summarized as follows:

(i) We present a flower detection method, an end-to-
end deep convolutional neural network for flower
detection applied in a smart garden in AIoT. The
backbone network we applied is the CSPDarnet53
network, which can reduce computation when ensur-
ing accuracy by integrating gradient changes into fea-
ture maps from end to end. And the running time of
the flower detection in the architecture we used is the
state-of-the-art fastest model compared with other
models, especially when integrated into the mobile
device. In order to extract the most important con-
textual characteristics and also increase the accep-
tance field, SSP block is added in the backbone
network when keeping the network operations.
Besides, attention mechanism SAM is utilized to
select the information that is more critical to the cur-
rent task target from the numerous information
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(ii) We labelled Oxford 102 Flower dataset with annota-
tion containing 102 categories of flowers common in
the UK, with each category containing 40 to 258
images, for a total of 8,189 images to perform flower
detection. As we all know, the previous work attached
much importance to the flower classification with an
unannotated dataset. In our work, flower detection
was paidmuch attention to with the annotation flower
dataset which can be trained in our architecture. Also,
the flower detection we proposed can be integrated
into the mobile device to make it convenient to oper-
ate in a smart garden which can be applied in flower
arrangement and flower horticulture. What is more,
it can not only enhance the user’s human-computer
interaction experience of flower arrangement but save
time and cost of horticulturists. It has preliminarily
realized the concept of the smart garden in AIoT

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
materials and methods in our paper including the network
architecture and the dataset we labelled. Section 3 describes
our results and discussion. We conclude in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

The architecture of the flower detection system is shown as in
Figure 1, when the flower picture is acquired by the mobile
device which is based on 5G networks meaning that Internet
of Everything; it is passed through our backbone network, the
neck module with SPP and PAN and the module of YOLOv3
head. At last, the result of the flower picture can be obtained
which can be applied in the smart garden in AIoT.

2.1. Network Architecture. The architecture of our network is
shown in Table 1, and the backbone network we utilized is
the CSPdarknet53 network, combining CSPNet [28] and dar-
knet53. The CSPNet was designed to solve the previous work
in the reasoning process which requires a lot of computation
from the point of view of network structure. It is considered
that the problem of high inference computation is caused by
the gradient information repetition in network optimization
while CSPNet can reduce computation when ensuring accu-
racy by integrating gradient changes into feature maps from
end to end. It not only can enhance the learning ability of
the CNN but also can reduce computing bottlenecks and
memory costs while keeping accuracy in the lightweight. It
is a utilized idea ResNET for reference and adding a residue
module to the Darknet53 network which can help to solve
the deep network gradient problem. Two convolutional
layers and one shortcut connection are contained in each res-
idue module, and there are several duplicate residual mod-
ules in the layers. The pool layer and full connection layer
were not involved in the architecture; the network undersam-
pling is achieved by setting the stride of convolution as 2.
After passing through this convolutional layer, the size of
the image will be reduced to half. Convolution, BN, and
Leaky Relu are contained in each convolutional layer, and a
zero padding is added after each residual module.

It is studied that CSPDarkNet53 has advantages in object
detection, which is better as the backbone of the test model.
In CSPDarknet53, the parameters of CSPDarknet53 for
image classification are 27.6M which is bigger than other
neural networks, and the receptive field size is also much big-
ger than neural networks. So it is a very suitable backbone for
our proposed flower detection method.

In addition, the SSP block is attached to the backbone
network CSPDarknet53, which can produce an output of
fixed size regardless of input size and can use different
dimensions of the same image as input to get pooling features
of the same length. When SPP is placed behind the last con-
volutional layer, it has no influence on the structure of the
network and just replaces the original pooling layer. It can
be used not only for image classification but also for object
detection. When the SSP block is made use of in CSPDar-
knet53, it significantly increases the acceptance field, extracts
the most important contextual characteristics, and does little
to slow down network operations.

Also, PANET [29] was used instead of FPN in YOLOv3
as a parametric polymerization method for different bone
levels for different detector levels. It is a bottom-up path
enhancement that is aimed at facilitating the flow of informa-
tion which can contribute to shortening the information
path, enhancing the feature pyramid, and accurately locating
the signal present at low levels to enhance the whole feature
level. PANET developed adaptive feature pools to connect
the feature grid to all the feature layers to enable useful infor-
mation from each feature layer to propagate directly to the
proposed subnetwork below.

YOLOv3 [11] is utilized in the head of the architecture,
which is an anchor-based detection model. The residual net-
work structure is used for reference to form a deeper network
level and multiscale detection in the YOLOv3 model, which
can improve mAP and small object detection effect.

2.2. Flower Dataset. As shown in Figure 2, Oxford 102 Flower
dataset is a common flower dataset used in research and exper-
iment when it comes to plant field. It contains 102 categories of
flowers common in the UK, with each category containing 40
to 258 images, for a total of 8,189 images. Large proportions,
gestures, and light changes are involved in the images which
can be used for image classification studies. However, it cannot
be used for flower detection when it comes to a smart garden in
AIoT. Besides, the unlabelled flower dataset cannot be applied
in a mobile device and other smart devices.

In our work, the Oxford 102 Flower dataset is labelled not
only containing flower classification to perform flower detec-
tion to be utilized in a smart garden in AIoT. As shown in
Figure 3, the labelled flower dataset can be contributed to all
flower, plant, and fruit detection studies, especially in a com-
pleted natural environment. The dataset was labelled by a pro-
fessional data annotator to classify the flower dataset which
can contribute to the accuracy of the flower detection model
and make it easier to perform real-time flower detection.

More training data can lead to a more sound model. If
there are limited data volumes, it can make use of data aug-
mentation to increase the diversity of the training sample to
enhance model robustness, avoid overfitting, and improve
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the generalization ability of the model. The common
methods include flip, rotation, shift, resize, random crop or
pad, color jittering, and noise. In our dataset, data augmenta-
tion is also used to enhance our model.

2.3. Loss Function. In our work, the loss function DIoU loss is
the loss function we used, which is feasible to directly mini-
mize the normalized distance between the anchor frame
and the target frame to achieve faster convergence speed
and is more accurate and faster when overlapped or even
included with the target box when making regression.

DIoU loss is on the basis of IoU (Intersection over
Union), considering the information of the center distance
of the bounding box. The definition of it can be defined as
follows, formula (1), where Bgt is the target box and B is the
prediction box. And the loss function of the IoU is defined
as formula (2); it is shown that it works if the bounding boxes
overlap; there is no overlap if the gradient does not change.

IoU = B ∩ Bgt

B ∪ Bgt , ð1Þ

LIoU = 1 − B ∩ Bgt

B ∪ Bgt : ð2Þ

Therefore, it is GIoU that can improve the loss of IoU in
the case that the gradient does not change without overlap-
ping boundary boxes, which adds a penalty term on the basis
of the loss function of IoU. It is defined as the following for-
mula (3). The additional parameter C in the formula repre-
sents the minimum boundary box that can cover both B
and Bgt. However, if one of B or Bgt overrides the other box
in the case, the penalty term cannot work, which can be
regarded as an IoU loss.

LGIoU = 1 − IoU + C − B ∩ Bgt�� ��
Cj j : ð3Þ

To solve the limitations, the DIoU is introduced which
can be defined as formula (4), where b, bgt represents the cen-
ter point of the anchor frame and target frame, respectively,
and p is the Euclidean distance between two centers. Also, c
represents the diagonal distance of the minimum rectangle
that can cover the anchor and target box simultaneously.
What is more, the normalized distance between the anchor
box and the target box is modeled in DIoU. The loss function
of DIoU can be defined as formula (5).

RDIoU = p2 b, bgt
� �
c2

, ð4Þ

LDIoU = 1 − IoU + p2 b, bgt
� �
c2

: ð5Þ

Besides, CIoU is also proposed to our loss function. There
are several advantages in the CIoU loss function: (1) It can
increase the overlap area between the ground truth box and
the prediction box. (2) It can minimize the distance between
the center points. (3) It can keep the frame height ration
consistent.

Backbone network
CSPDarknet53

SPP+
PAN

YOLOv3
head

Mobile
device 

Input

Smart garden in AIoT

Figure 1: The architecture of our flower detection system.

Table 1: The architecture of the backbone network CSPDarknet53.

Type Filters Output

DarknetConv2D
BN
Mish

32 608 × 608

ResBlock 64 304 × 304
2 × ResBlock 128 152 × 152
8 × ResBlock 256 76 × 76
8 × ResBlock 512 38 × 38
4 × ResBlock 1024 19 × 19
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Aphine sea holly Buttercup Fire lily71 4043

Anthurium 105 Californian poppy Foxglove 162102

Artichoke Camelia 91 Frangipani 16678

Azalea 96 Canna lily 82 Fritillary 91

Ball moss 46 Canterbury bells 40 Garden phlox 45

Balloon flower Cape flower 108 Gaura 6749

Barbeton daisy Carnation 52 Gazania 78127

Bearded iris 54 Cautleya spicata 50 Geranium 114

Figure 2: Oxford 102 Flower dataset, which contains 102 categories of flowers, can be used for image classification studies.

Figure 3: Oxford 102 Flower dataset with annotation, which contains 102 categories of flowers, can be used for flower detection studies.
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The CIoU can be defined as formula (6) based on formula
(4), where α represents a positive trade-off and v is defined in
formula (7) to measure the consistency of the aspect ratio
added.

RCIoU = p2 b, bgt
� �
c2

+ αν, ð6Þ

v = 4
π2 arctan wgt

hgt
− arctan w

h

� �2
: ð7Þ

The loss function of CIoU can be defined as formula (8),
and the trade-off parameter α can be defined in formula (9).

LCIoU = 1 − IoU + p2 b, bgt
� �
c2

+ αν, ð8Þ

α = ν

1 − IoUð Þ + ν
: ð9Þ

In our work, the DIoU loss function can be applied in
NMS (Nonmaximum Suppression) to delete the redundant
detection box. Not only the overlapping area is considered
but also the distance between the detection box, and the cen-
ter point of the target box is taken into account, which can
effectively avoid the above two loss function mistakes.

2.4. Activation Function. Activation function is a function
running on the neuron of the neural network, which is
responsible for mapping the input of the neuron to the out-
put. Its function is to increase the nonlinear change of the
neural network model. In Figure 4, the Mish activation func-
tion and the comparison of different commonly used activa-
tion function are shown, in which the original figure can be
found in Mish [30].

In our architecture, the Mish [30] activation function is
the activation function we utilized, which replaces Leaky Relu
which is a very small constant leak that contained the
improved function of Relu with Mish in YOLOv3 [11]. Leaky
Relu is a self-regular nonmonotone neural activation func-
tion and a smooth activation function allowing better infor-
mation into the neural network to obtain better accuracy
and generalization. It can be defined as formula (10), where
in the formula (10), it is shown that ςðxÞ = ln ð1 + exÞ.

f xð Þ = x ⋅ tanh ς xð Þð Þ: ð10Þ

It is more accurate and precious than Swish [31] defined
as formula (12) and Relu [32] defined as formula (11) when
performing on the experiments.

f xð Þ =max 0, xð Þ, ð11Þ

f xð Þ = x ⋅ sigmoid xð Þ: ð12Þ
2.5. Attention Mechanism. As we all know, attention mecha-
nism has become an important part of the structure of neural
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networks and has a large number of applications in fields
such as natural language processing, statistical learning, and
computer vision in the field of artificial intelligence. The
attention mechanism in deep learning is similar to the selec-
tive visual attention mechanism of human beings in essence.
The core goal is to select the information that is more critical
to the current task target from the numerous information.

The SE [33] and SAM [34] model is the common atten-
tion mechanism used in deep learning networks. The pur-
pose of the SE model is to reweight to the feature channel
and only pay attention to which layer on the channel level
will have stronger feedback ability, but it cannot reflect the
meaning of “attention” on the spatial dimension, while
SAM which is the output of the feature map of the channel
attention module that is taken as the input feature map of this
module is more adaptive to our architecture since it saves a
lot of computing resources. In our work, the modified SAM
has been utilized, which is shown in Figure 5. It is seen that
spacewise attention is used instead of pointwise attention in
it. Besides, PAN is replaced with concatenation connections.

3. Results and Discussion

We describe the results of our flower detection in Figure 6,
which shows the result of flower detection containing cate-
gory and degree of confidence added in each category. The
confidence levels are 98%, 98%, 94%, and 84%, respectively,

in the test results, which achieved the desired effect. It is dem-
onstrated that the flower detection can be achieved at a high
standard which the accuracy has matched the speed. The
GPU we used are 2 Titan Xp. The basic requirements for a
camera on a mobile device are based on HUAWEI P20 Pro,
and the processor is HiSilicon Kirin 970. When applied in a
smart garden in AIoT, the basic mobile network relied on a
5G network, which is a high-speed, low-delay, low-power
consumption and ubiquitous network.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, it seems that flower detection based on the
state-of-the-art method is very considerable. Although
widely accepted, it suffers from some limitations due to the
flower detection algorithms that have not been integrated
into the mobile device completely to perform the final appli-
cation results of our flower detection to enhance user’s
human-computer interaction experience in a smart garden
combining with virtual reality. It is a tendency for the flower
detection proposed in our paper combined with virtual real-
ity. In a smart garden, it can be realized that flowers can be
arranged intelligently not depending on people just on the
smart phone or other mobile devices. Furthermore, intelli-
gent gardening can come true which can reduce the cost of
human and finance and it just relies on the human-

Pink primrose
English marigold

English marigold

Pink primrose

Figure 6: The results of flower detection.
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computer interaction. In the future work, we will pay much
importance to it to accomplish the goal in our future work.

Data Availability

The data we used is available, which is named Oxford 102
Flowers that part of them can be accessed and downloaded
to perform the flower classification research and other exper-
iments. And in our work, our dataset was labelled based on
this dataset with annotation. So part of them with annotation
is available to you from the corresponding author upon
request (8528750@qq.com).
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